Video & Streaming Catalogue
2017 New Releases

Prepare students for Canada’s
150th Anniversary of Confederation
Celebrate our vast geography and
diverse culture with our NEW series.

OUR CANADA SERIES
An in-depth look at Canada’s
geographic regions. For Grades 4-6.

tel: 800-565-3036

www.mcintyre.ca

Video Streaming and Hosting Services
We Are Simplifying the Delivery of Video Content
McIntyre Streaming & Hos ng Services oﬀers an
easy to use hosted streaming pla orm that takes
the hassle (or headaches) out of managing local
streaming servers. We have been providing hosted
streaming to Colleges, Universi es, School Boards
and Districts, Health Agencies and Government
ins tu ons for many years.
Don’t get ed up in aging and expensive
infrastructure! Let us host your content for you.
Our streaming service oﬀers you many diﬀerent
services to choose from. You can pick the basic
hos ng service that will allow you to stream
content 24/7 and is mobile device friendly.

We currently host
video content for over
1000 schools in Canada.
An easy-to-use,
aﬀordable and
customizable hosted
streaming pla orm.
No more hassles
or headaches!

Features:
The basic service also includes the following
features:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Your ins tu on logo at the top of the hos ng
page.
Chapters (where available) with searchable
descrip ons
Unique URLs per tle which can be
integrated into your catalogue for easy
access.
Metadata for cataloguing and the ability to
export metadata by date range.
Administra on Portal to view usage stats.
Embed Code to easily integrate content in a
Learning Management System.
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ORDERING INFORMATION
CC - Closed Cap oning is available where indicated.
FREE ONLINE PREVIEWS for many tles - visit
www.mcintyre.ca and create your account.
Short 2 - 3 minute clips or full-length previews are available.
Streaming Rights are available for most of our programs. For more informa on, please contact us.
Format - all tles will be sent to you in DVD format or a specified digital format.
Shipping & Prices
All prices are in CDN $. Taxes and S/H are extra. S/H can be es mated at 8% of the purchase price. Minimum
shipping and handling is $10 per order.

Follow us on Facebook and TwiƩer. Get the latest informaƟon on new
producƟons; special promoƟons; sneak previews, and lots more.
Indicates product produced in Canada.
We are developing a Core streaming plaƞorm for each province. Look for the CORE logo to
see if programs are included in the plaƞorm and contact us to ask about correlaƟons for your
province.
IndicatesƟtles included in Films on Demand.
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Specifically designe

100% CANADIAN CONTENT
•
•
•
•

Thousands of segments and full programs correlated to provincial curriculum.
Engage students in INQUIRY-BASED learning!
Accommodate individual LEARNING diﬀerences & styles!
Subject-specific COLLECTIONS!

Call today for your
FREE 30-day TRIAL!
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gned for the Ontario curriculum

Correlated to provincial curriculum
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% Canadian content.
Closed Cap oning.
Downloadable content with expiry dates.
Usage data and administra ve console to manage your users.
Transcripts, Teachers’ Guides, Student Ac vi es & Infographics where available.
Unique URLs per tle which can be integrated into your catalogue for easy access.
Advanced Keyword Search.
Segments with searchable descrip ons.
Mobile device friendly.
Create a “favourites” list.
New product added regularly.
Content correlated/segmented by subject, grade, course & strand.
Embed codes for easy integra on into a LMS.
Both segments and full-length programs are searchable.
Correla ons updated as new curriculum released.

We are developing a Core streaming plaƞorm for
each province. Look for the CORE logo to see if
programs are included in the plaƞorm and contact
us to ask about correlaƟons for your province.
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OUR CANADA:

Grades 4-6 2016 CC 15-18 min each/7 programs McIntyre Media Inc.
Teachers across Canada have long asked for an up-to-date series on Canada’s geographic regions. A er
much research and gathering of footage, we can now say we have put together an excellent new 7-part
series for you and your students.
We have consulted Anne Smith Mansfield, Queen’s University Geography curriculum instructor and
winner of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society (RCGS) Geographic Literacy Award, gathered beau ful
high-defini on aerial and ground footage from some of Canada’s leading film producers and drone
operators, worked with Luke Murphy, a leading animator to provide you with accurate and colourful
maps and graphics and our own in-house experts, Mary Cubello, University of Toronto Geography and
Geomorphology graduate and Pauline Weber, Teacher-Librarian and Coordinator of Media and Libraries
wrote and edited the scripts.
Produced for Canada’s 150th Birthday, this visual masterpiece will take students on a visual journey across
the country. Sweeping vistas, spectacular mountain ranges, majes c rivers, rolling plains, vibrant ci es
and towns capture the beauty of this wonderful country. Accurate, up-to-date content explores Canada’s
six physiographic regions. From the Cordillera to the Appalachians to the Arc c, students will get a broad
understanding of the geography of each region, including geology, popula on and se lement pa erns,
industry, vegeta on and wildlife, and an overview of original se lement by various First Na ons groups.
Included is informa on on our con nuing struggle to build a sustainable environment where students will
learn to become responsible, ac ve ci zens.
The first program, Our Canada: An Introduc on gives students a broad overview of Canada - our geography,
popula on, se lement pa ern, industry, resources, vegeta on and climate. Each of the subsequent
6 programs oﬀer an overview of one physiographic region. These programs provide viewers with a
descrip on of the quali es that make each region unique and explain how these features can be aﬀected
by human development, weather, and other factors. Viewers will be given an overview of the region’s
history, geology, climate, vegeta on and animal life to be er understand each area.
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Its Geographic Regions Series

The complete series, OUR CANADA: ITS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS consists of:
Our Canada: An Introduc on
#MCI093 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Arc c
#MCI094 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Cordillera
#MCI095 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Interior Plains
#MCI096 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Lowlands
#MCI097 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Canadian Shield
#MCI098 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR treaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The Appalachian
#MCI099 18 min $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Guide OR Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

One FREE program when you purchase en re OUR CANADA SERIES
Complete Series (7 programs + PDF Teacher’s Guide) - Series Product #MCI092
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $954 - A SAVING OF $159
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $954 (7 programs + guides)
McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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SOCIAL STUDIES & GEOGRAPHY

Undiscovered Vistas
Grades 6 - Post-Sec 2015/2016 46 min each CC Blue Ant Media Series BAM300
UNDISCOVERED VISTAS is an awe-inspiring journey that reveals some of the most beau ful places in the world.
Spectacular aerial vistas of cavernous canyons and lush rainforests draw viewers into an immersive natural
landscape, while lyrical wri ng tells the stories of the nature, history and mythology that shaped the planet’s
geographic wonders. The globe’s unspoiled beauty is uncovered here.
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $1386 (14 programs) - Series Product #BAM300 - a saving of $280
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each (DVD or streaming)
Utah
The desert landscape of Utah is home to one of the
world’s most spectacular and unforgiving natural
se ngs: Zion Na onal Park. A 100,000-square-mile
marvel of deep canyons, majes c arches, and towering
sandstone walls, it’s a land shaped by unimaginable
geological forces over millions of years.
#BAM304 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) : $119

Gros Morne Na onal Park
Stretching across western Newfoundland lies an 1,100mile expanse of the Appalachian Mountains, a pictureperfect corner of the Canadian wilderness: Gros Morne
Na onal Park. Embark on a sensory adventure through
a land of glacier-carved ords, cascading waterfalls,
and soaring cliﬀs.
#BAM301 $119: DVD

Lake Superior
Lake Superior is a rugged natural wonder and an
ancient haven for remarkable geological and cultural
history. Step into the picturesque se ngs of one
of North America’s most important natural regions
and learn about the unique history of its indigenous
people.
#BAM307 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Atacama Desert, Chile
Stretching along 600 miles of Northern Chile’s Pacific
coast is the dryest non-polar region on Earth: the
desolate Atacama Desert. From menacing volcanoes
to wondrous natural geysers, experience one of South
America’s last great wild lands, one that few have ever
laid eyes on.
#BAM302 $119: DVD

Arizona, Canyon Country
Journey to the outback of southern Utah and
northern Arizona, where towering rock spires give
way to sweeping canyons in one of the most majes c
American landscapes. From Glen Canyon to the Paria
Plateau, explore these natural wonders and the
ancient geological secrets they hold.
#BAM305 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Bolivia
Beneath the blazing Bolivian sun lies a land of
extremes, ranging from desolate highland plateaus
to dormant volcanic landscapes. But the true wonder
of this astonishing land is Salar de Uyuni--an endless
salt flat so blindingly white it can be seen from outer
space.
#BAM303 $119: DVD

Bahamas
Take in the Bahamas as you’ve never seen them
before, from towering pine forests to dense coastal
mangroves. The most daun ng and unexpected
a rac ons, however, are its flooded inland caves-geological wonders adorned with otherworldly
stalac tes that shimmer in the darkness.
#BAM306 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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SOCIAL STUDIES & GEOGRAPHY

Undiscovered Vistas
Wonderful series for your Geography, Social Studies, Science, First Na ons Studies curriculum
Niagara Escarpment
The visual magnificence of the Niagara Escarpment
is only really matched by the richness of its First
Na ons lore, do ed with epic tales of heroic figures
and mysterious spirit worlds. Immerse yourself in the
dazzling geological a rac ons of this truly historical
corner of North America.
#BAM308 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

The Bay of Fundy
The Bay of Fundy, on Canada’s east coast, is home to
the world’s highest des. These surging waters and the
mudflats below it, sustain an abundance of creatures.
It is a bay ruled by powerful currents that unearth
300-million- year-old mysteries and con nue to govern
communi es that live in sync with the rhythm of its
restless des.
#BAM311 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Iceland Fire
Iceland is the world’s largest volcanic island. This lone
and rugged island is a volcanic hotbed where steam
escapes, water explodes and new ground is borne
every day from deep inside the earth’s blazing core.
Fire and ice collide in a colossal ba le for supremacy.
It is an epic struggle that makes Iceland the most
geologically powerful island on earth.
#BAM309 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) : $119

Iceland Ice
While Iceland was built by volcanoes, it was sculpted
by ice. About 1.5 million years ago, a massive sheet of
ice descended from the north and covered the island.
Today, massive glaciers con nue to carve marine cliﬀs
and cut down mountains. But as global temperatures
rise and glaciers melt, what will become of Iceland?
#BAM310 $119: DVD

Vancouver Island
The wild Pacific coast of Vancouver island is an ancient
and rugged landscape oﬀ the western shore of Bri sh
Columbia. From the icy peaks of age-old mountain
glaciers to the fog- shrouded canopies of Canada’s only
rainforest, it is the we est place in North America: a
primi ve habitat where the Pacific Ocean holds the key
to life and where nature and the human spirit coexist.
It is a paradise for creatures adapted to life by the sea
and is home to one of the most sacred sites on Earth
- a beau ful and hidden landscape that con nues to
preserve ancient ways of life.
#BAM314 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Wales
Along the west coast of Great Britain, the world’s
longest uninterrupted footpath forges through more
than 800 miles of breathtaking scenery. Wind and
waves carve, shape and chisel this majes c coast.
Coves eroded by the power of the ocean shelter
colonies of seals, rolling hills and valleys are manicured
by sheep. The wild coast of Wales teems with life,
reveals geological mysteries and chronicles centuries
of human history.
#BAM312 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Ireland
Ireland is small in size but epic in wonder. This is
a land that has been shaped and reshaped by the
power of water and violent geological forces. Ireland’s
mountains and cliﬀs, its valleys and lakes will con nue
to rise and fall with the passage of me - on a scale far
beyond the realm of mere mortals.
#BAM313 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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SOCIAL STUDIES & GEOGRAPHY
Arc c Secrets Series
A
G
Grades
6 - Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min each Blue Ant Media
W
We journey to the most remote Arc c landscapes, populated
w
with animals and plants that have adapted to survive in
the harshest climates on the planet. Using remote camera
technology, ARCTIC SECRETS explores this land through
spectacular, and never-before-seen, aerial panoramas.
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $495 (5 programs)- Series #BAM315

- a saving of $100
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each (DVD or streaming)
Land of Extremes
Land of Extremes is our introduc on to the Arc c and
many of the themes and ideas we explore throughout
the series. This episode visually illustrates how the
Arc c, locked in darkness for nearly seven months,
springs to life once the sun rises above the horizon. We
explore ideas of migra on, hiberna on, the food web,
habitat change, and are introduced to some of the
Arc c’s most magnificent and iconic creatures and its
most drama c landscapes.
#BAM316 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) : $119

Land of Ice
Devon Island is the largest uninhabited island in
the world. It’s so remote and forbidding that when
scien sts wanted to simulate living condi ons on Mars,
they chose Devon. Dry and desolate, Devon’s barren
landscape only supports the hardiest of plants and few
animals. For most of the year, darkness dominates the
land. The sea ice surrounding Devon is con nuous and
solid. When the sun returns in spring, it will not set for
four months. The unrelen ng light warms this frozen
desert and the ice begins to move. Shi ing sea ice on
the water ruptures with long cracks, called leads. Polar
bears and seals are locked in a deadly ba le. In this
episode we capture what many consider to be a rare
human experience as we witness the stark beauty of
this icy wonderland.
#BAM317 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Can be used for your Geography, Social Studies,
Science, Canadian History, First Na ons, Mé s &
Inuit Studies and Language Arts courses

Islands of the Delta
The Western Arc c’s mammoth Mackenzie Delta is the
second largest in North America a er the Mississippi.
It is a biological “hotspot”, a transi on zone between
ecosystems - from the familiar boreal forest, across
the tree line to the ever-frozen tundra. Here we find
strange and mysterious landforms above an immense
underbelly of permafrost featuring a phenomenal
diversity of microorganisms, and strange creatures
that tell a story of an ever changing Arc c. This is the
migratory des na on - and summer home - to several
million birds, fish, animals . . . and humans.
#BAM318 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Fall on the Tundra
Nunavik is a pris ne wilderness of water, forest, and
tundra, and home to the Inuit of Northern Quebec. In
the fall, the tundra erupts in all shades of red, orange,
yellow and purple. Wildlife and people get ready for
the winter. The Ptarmigan spends fall’s shortening days
ea ng plants and berries in a hurry. Like all wildlife that
winters in Nunavik, it is fa ening up for the hardship
ahead.
#BAM319 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Wild Seas
On the north-east coast of Baﬃn Island, in Canada’s
Arc c, lies Ninginganiq, a blustery wilderness where
only the intrepid travel. The Inuit have lived here for
thousands of years naviga ng around the dangerous
sea ice for hun ng and fishing in their umiaks and
kayaks. As winter nears, one of Nature’s great
spectacles unfolds here, rarely witnessed by humans.
Giant bowhead whales gather to feed and socialize.
This area is also impacted by El Nino. With climate
change, the wild seas of Ninginganiq grow more savage
every year.
#BAM362 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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SOCIAL STUDIES & GEOGRAPHY
The Wild, Wild East Series
Grades 6-Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min ea Blue Ant Media
Using the latest in technology, this series journeys to the North American mari me woods and waters, a
legendary land-of-plenty that is unrivaled in natural beauty, wildlife and rough-hewn diversity on an epic scale.
More than twice the size of the UK, though with only 3% of the human popula on, it’s a world where wildlife
runs strong and free. #BAM333
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $1386 (14 programs) - a saving of $280
Series Product #BAM333
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each (DVD or streaming)
Foxes - Wild Wild East travels to Prince Edward Island to
explore the family life of the Red Fox. These sly creatures are
adept at living just on the fringes of the human world.
#BAM334 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Wetlands - Kejimkujik Na onal Park home to a wide
diversity of creatures from ny amphibians to larger Painted
and Blanding’s turtles.
#BAM341 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Rivers - Wild Wild East swims in the Rivers of Nova Sco a
with two species of fish, the Shad and the Gaspereau.
Meanwhile a colony of Double-Crested Cormorants thrives
at the mouth of the Pictou River.
#BAM335 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Crustaceans - The rela onships between species like
lobsters, scallops and crabs are numerous and complicated.
Changing water temperature is bringing invasive species
to the Wild Wild East, and pu ng pressure on the species
humans count on for important commercial harvests.
#BAM342 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Sky - From Cape Breton’s Bras d’Or Lake, to the Annapolis
Valley, Wild Wild East soars with the bald eagle and the
osprey, as they hunt, raise families, and compete for
territory.
#BAM336 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Horses - St. Pierre and Miquelon is the summer home to a
semi-feral popula on of horses and ponies. Wild Wild East
infiltrates the herd to explore the horse’s power poli cs.
#BAM343 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Tides - Wild Wild East follows the ebb and flow of the des
at the Bay of Fundy and the rocky shore of Duncan’s Cove.
#BAM337 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Invasion - Non-na ve species have made their way into the
Wild Wild East and staked their claim on the jagged coast.
#BAM344 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Pollinators - The Annapolis Valley is the Wild Wild East’s
most important agricultural centre. Explore honeybees and
Monarch bu erflies.
#BAM338 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Gros Morne – Wild Wild East travels through me and space
to show what one year — and four seasons — looks like for
the wildest animals of Canada’s East-Coast.
#BAM345 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

City - It’s Halifax through the eyes of its wildest residents.
Squirrels, chipmunks, raccoons and seagulls make it their
home.
#BAM339 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Deer - This episode reveals the ways in which the deer
popula on have managed to mul ply so significantly in both
urban and suburban spaces.
#BAM346 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Highlands – Cape Breton Highlands Na onal Park was
established to protect the primeval forest from clear-cu ng,
but today the park faces a new threat. Moose, beavers and
moths have combined to decimate large sec ons of the
woodlands.
#BAM340 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

Migra on - Every year animals migrate to the Wild Wild
East. These incredible journeys bring humpback whales, and
various birds to the area. For migratory animals, world travel
is a means of survival. These great journeys of the natural
world are mo vated by a quest for food and the promise of
a new genera on.
#BAM347 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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First Na ons, Mé s & Inuit Playlist
First Na ons, Mé s & Inuit Studies
are now infused into all grades
and all social studies/history and
geography strands of the K-12
curriculum. FNMI Studies are vital
to every student’s understanding
of not only Canada’s past but our
present as well. As Canadians,
we need to embrace and make a
commitment to understanding the
vital role the First Na ons, Mé s
and Inuit people and community
play in our country.

Create your own Playlist!
Build and create your own library of streaming content.
We take care of the hassles of managing servers and IT issues.
•
•
•
•
•

12

Completely customizable.
Chapters (where available) with searchable descrip ons.
Unique URLs per tle which can be integrated into your catalogue for easy access.
Mobile device friendly.
Flexible terms. For some programs we oﬀer yearly, three year or five year terms.
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A completely customizable solu on for your curriculum needs!

Order your FIRST NATIONS, MÉTIS & INUIT
PLAYLIST today! You choose the titles...
Elementary Playlist (Grades 4-8) includes:
An Introduc on to First Na ons Culture and Tradi ons; An
Overview of Residen al Schools in Canada; Discovering
Canada: Our Early Explorers; Going Deep: Episode 109
(Planet Echo Series - Season 1); Learning About Trea es in
Canada; Nunavut; Seven Grandfather Teachings ; Tecumseh
(from Canada 1812: Forged in Fire Series); The Mé s
in Canada; and Truth and Reconcilia on: The Legacy of
Residen al Schools in Canada.
#MCI774 $390 (1 year streaming rights)

Secondary Playlist (Grades 9-12) includes:
Carver of Stories; Great River; Missing and Murdered
Aboriginal Women in Canada; Nunavut; Residen al
Schools: Truth and Reconcilia on in Canada; STAND:
An Environmental Documentary; The A awapiskat First
Na ons Reserve; The History of Trea es in Canada; The
Mé s in Canada; Truth and Reconcilia on: The Legacy of
Residen al Schools in Canada.
#MCI775 $390 (1 year streaming rights)

Or create your own custom playlist. Call us for more informa on.

K-12 schools:

ONLY $390 per school (1 year)
or $890 per school for 3 year streaming rights.

Call us today for your FREE First Na ons, Mé s and Inuit
Catalogue or visit www.mcintyre.ca
School Boards/Colleges and Universi es, please contact us for pricing.

McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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SOCIAL STUDIES, FNMI STUDIES & HISTORY

Producer Profile

Ma LeMay
McIntyre Media Inc. proudly works in partnership with Ma LeMay (LeMay Media
& Consul ng.) Ma is a mul ple award winning filmmaker and communica ons
specialist. In 2016, Ma received the Rising Star Award at Canada’s Interna onal Film
Fes val in Vancouver for his new documentary on Truth and Reconcilia on (see page
16). Ma ’s Mé s heritage gives him a unique and honest viewpoint in exploring a
variety of social issues impac ng First Na ons communi es across Canada.

Learning About Trea es in Canada (Elementary version)
Grades 4-8 2016 CC 18 min LeMay Media
Aboriginal people lived in Canada long before European se lers
and explorers arrived here. They lived in harmony with their
environment and cared for the land and water they depended
on for survival. The concept of land ownership was foreign
to them. The arrival of Europeans had a dras c impact on
their lives. In Learning About Trea es in Canada, elementary
students will come to understand the circumstances that
led to the process of treaty making including the fur trade,
western and northern expansion, and the 7 Year War. Trea es
are compared to promises or solemn covenants. We begin to
understand how their nego a on was flawed and how First
Na on peoples lives were aﬀected not only in the past, but also
how the process s ll impacts the First Na ons community today. From award-winning Mé s filmmaker Ma
LeMay.
#LM0009 $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Resource Guide and Student Worksheets
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159

The History of Treaties
in Canada

14

The History of Trea es in Canada
(Secondary/Post-Secondary version)
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 14 min LeMay Media
From the Royal Proclama on of 1763 to the implementa on of
the modern-day Algonquin land claim, The History of Trea es
in Canada explores the history, applica on and legacy of
these founda onal legal documents and how they con nue
to shape and define the o en strained rela onships between
First Na ons and the Crown in Canada. Viewers learn about
the crea on of reserves, land rights issues, the spirit and intent
of trea es, the development of legisla on, the crea on of
residen al schools, and modern-day treaty nego a on. Wri en
and produced by award-winning Mé s filmmaker Ma LeMay,
this new video is a valuable resource for your History, Canadian
Studies, Law, First Na ons, Mé s and Inuit Studies and Civics
classes.
#LM0008 $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Resource Guide and
Student Worksheets.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159
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SOCIAL STUDIES, FNMI STUDIES & HISTORY
The Mé s in Canada
Grades 6-12 2016 CC 11 min LeMay Media

One of the greatest gi s to emerge from the early se lement of
the new world was an en rely new race of people that would
be known as the Mé s. Recognized oﬃcially as one of Canada’s
three aboriginal peoples, the Mé s had a dis nct way of life that
incorporated aspects of both European and indigenous cultures.
The term Mé s means “mixed-blood” in French. It comes from
the French word mé sser, which means “to mix”. The Mé s have
a fascina ng and unique culture and language. They have played
an instrumental role in shaping the Canada we know today.
Narrated and produced by mul award-winning Mé s filmmaker
Ma LeMay, The MéƟs in Canada provides the viewer with a
compelling overview of the history, culture and heritage of the
Mé s people including informa on on Louis Riel, the Red River
Rebellion, the Mé s sash, the Mé s flag and the importance of
dance and music.
#LM0006 $149: DVD, PDF Resource Guide
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $149

Missing and Murdered Aboriginal
Women in Canada
Grades 9-Post Sec 2016 CC 12 min
McIntyre Media Inc.
Violence against women is a significant issue
in society. According to the World Health
Organiza on, it aﬀects one third of women
around the world. Violence against women is
also a serious issue in Canada, unfortunately.
One par cular group of Canadian women merit special a en on: Indigenous women and girls in Canada
experience a scale and severity of violence that cons tutes a na onal human rights crisis.
The issue of violence against aboriginal women and girls is a systemic one with deep roots in sexism, poverty
and racism. To properly address the situa on, one must understand the history and impact of coloniza on on
Aboriginal peoples in Canada. There has been a cycle of trauma and abuse brought on by residen al schools,
and by the 60s Scoop – where large numbers of aboriginal children were forcibly taken into the child welfare
system. Government and church have interfered with First Na ons tradi onal prac ces for over 500 years.
This informa ve video gives an overview of the history of trauma and abuse experienced by Aboriginal
women in Canada. We trace its roots from early colonialism in Canada to recent ac ons by the Canadian
government, the Truth and Reconcilia on Commission, and the release of the RCMP Report on Missing and
Murdered Aboriginal Women in Canada.
#MCI090 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $119
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SOCIAL STUDIES, FNMI STUDIES & HISTORY
“Oﬃcial Sec on”
2016 Canada Interna onal Film Fes val

Truth and Reconcilia on:
The Legacy of Residen al Schools in Canada
Grades 6-Post-Sec 2016 CC 30 min LeMay Media
This program examines the history, legacy and current impacts
of the Residen al School experience in Canada. From the
establishment of the early Residen al Schools to the work of
the Truth and Reconcilia on Commission, this film shines a light
into this dark chapter of Canadian history. Wri en and directed
by mul ple award winning Mé s filmmaker Ma LeMay, this
poignant documentary features interviews with Phil Fontaine
(Former Na onal Chief of The Assembly of First Na ons), Shawn
Atleo (Former Na onal Chief of The Assembly of First Na ons),
Dr. Marie Wilson (Truth and Reconcilia on Commissionaire),
Dr. Mike Degagne (Former Execu ve Director of the Aboriginal
Healing Founda on), and Martha Marsden (Former Residen al
School Survivor).
#LM0007 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $119

The Impact of Colonialism in Canada
Grade 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 15 min LeMay Media
Prior to the arrival of Europeans, First Na ons people
were a richly diversified, self-suﬃcient culture living in
various areas of Canada. Much of that changed with the
arrival of the first Europeans.
Coloniza on is the ac on or process of se ling and
establishing control over the indigenous people of an area
disconnec ng them from the land, their history, their
iden ty and their rights so that others benefit. It is a basic
form of injus ce, and has been condemned as a prac ce
by the United Na ons.
In this new produc on from award-winning Mé s
filmmaker Ma LeMay, we explore the history and
consequences of the Canadian Government a emp ng
to assimilate Canada’s Indigenous popula on. We explore
the Indian Act, the establishment of the Canadian
Residen al School system, broken treaty promises, and
the 60’s scoop. This video will educate the viewer as to
why so many of Canada’s First Na on communi es face
serious sociological and economic challenges.
#LM0010 $159: DVD, PDF Teacher’s Resource Guide and Student Ac vi es.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $159
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SOCIAL STUDIES, SOCIAL SCIENCES & HISTORY
Understanding Refugees in Canada
Grades 6-12 2016 CC 20 mins McIntyre Media Inc.
In this Canadian-produced video, students will begin to
understand the current refugee situa on as well as the history
of refugees in Canada and their contribu ons to our culture
and society. Learn the reasons why people leave their home,
families and possessions and walk away to an uncertain and
o en frightening future elsewhere. Understand that the issue of
human rights is central to refugee status. An excellent snapshot
of Canada’s response to refugees da ng back to the Irish Potato
Famine, the “Boat People,” to the current Syrian refugee crisis.
#MCI089 $149: DVD+ Teacher’s Resource Guide and Student
Ac vi es
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12) $149

FRONTLINE: Children Of Syria
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Since 2011, millions of
Syrians have fled the
brutal figh ng inside
their country, seeking
safety, stability, and the
chance at a be er life
in an exodus that has
helped to fuel Europe›s
largest migra on crisis
since the end of World
War II. Against this
backdrop, Children of Syria is an unforge able story of both sadness and
survival, and a profound explora on of iden ty, family and the meaning of
home.
Filmed on the ground as the figh ng rages, the documentary follows four
Syrian children--Sara, Farah, Helen, and Mohammed--over three years, from
their struggle to live through the Assad regime›s siege of their home city
Aleppo, to the devasta ng kidnapping of their father, to the beginning of
their new lives as refugees in Germany, ever cognizant of all they›ve lost and
le behind.
With the Syrian war in its sixth year, its death toll now es mated at 470,000,
and thousands of refugees arriving in Europe every day, FRONTLINE›s
Children of Syria is a story of war, grief, hope, and what it means to start
again.
#041846 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Hani’s Journey: W5
Grades 6-12 2016 CC 20 min CTV
Refugees living in Canada like Hani are
o en inspired and s mulated, but also face
many hardships when adjus ng to their
new reality. Learning English and finding
a job are just a couple of the challenges
Syrian refugees will be facing when they
arrive here in Canada.
#CTV687 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12)
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SOCIAL STUDIES & HISTORY
Canada’s 23rd Prime Minister:
An Introduc on to Jus n Trudeau
Grades 5-8 2015 CC 14 min McIntyre Media Inc.
Jus n Trudeau was
elected Canada’s
23rd Prime Minister
on October 19th
2015. This program
introduces Trudeau
to young students.
They learn about his
upbringing as the
eldest child of former
Prime Minister, Pierre
Ellio Trudeau, his educa on and his venture into
poli cs and the world stage.
Give your students an opportunity to meet Canada’s
Prime Minister and learn about government in
Canada.
#MCI088 $89.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $89.95

1916: The Irish Rebellion
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 180 min PBS
On Easter Monday 1916, a small
group of Irish rebels - including
poets, teachers, actors, and workers,
took on the might of the Bri sh
Empire. Although defeated militarily,
the men and women of the Easter
Rising would soon win a moral
victory with their ac ons leading to
the crea on of an independent Irish
State and contribu ng to the eventual disintegra on
of the Bri sh Empire. They have inspired countless
freedom struggles throughout the world - from Ireland
to India.
#041839 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

The Great War Tour Series
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2015
60 min ea/4 programs CC Breakthrough Entertainment
In this series, acclaimed Canadian war historian
Norm Chris e takes audiences on a pilgrimage to
significant Great War sites - some familiar, others more
surprising. There he discovers and recounts stories of
Canadian men and women whose skill and bravery
enabled Canada to emerge on the world stage.

Special Series Price #BTE163– ONLY $396
- a saving of $80
Series Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $396

Arthur Currie - Master of War
General Sir Arthur Currie led the Canadian Corps to a
series of spectacular victories hastening the end of the
Great War. Norm Chris e retraces Currie’s rise from
amateur soldier to the most successful Allied general.
He asks why Currie was feted throughout Europe and
the Empire yet maligned by enemies and forgo en at
home.
#BTE164 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
The Missing
Few Canadians know that 20,000 Canadian soldiers
killed in the Great War are s ll missing. Some lie
in unnamed graves others vanished on ba lefields
in France and Belgium. Norm Chris e reveals why
so many men disappeared. He solves a 90 year old
mystery finding 44 men lost at the Ba le of Vimy
Ridge.
#BTE165 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
Sacred Places
Norm Chris e takes us to the Western Front
ba lefields - where “the real war is in the cemeteries”
– to discover how these faraway, exquisitely designed
and li le visited burial grounds, with their thousands
of Canadian dead, are truly our ‘sacred places’.
#BTE166 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
The Vimy Pilgrimage
Norm Chris e reveals the extraordinary story of the
largest peace me armada in Canadian history – the
spectacular 1936 Vimy Pilgrimage to Europe - to honor
the 60,000 dead of the Great War - and to unveil
Canada’s magnificent war memorial at Vimy Ridge.
#BTE167 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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INTERNATIONAL EVENTS & ISSUES
The Secret History of ISIS: FROTNLINE

Canada’s Commandos: W5

Grade 11- Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
The Secret History of ISIS inves gates the inside
poli cal story of how the American invasion of Iraq
and the decisions
of two Presidents
helped to lay the
groundwork for
ISIS to grow into
the world’s most
feared terrorist
group. Going behind the headlines, the film shows
how Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, a one- me thug turned
jihadi leader, was able to outmaneuver the American
government for a me and build a brutal terrorist
organiza on that would destabilize the Middle East
and inflict violence around the world.
From veteran FRONTLINE filmmaker Michael Kirk and
his acclaimed inves ga ve team, The Secret History
of ISIS is essen al viewing for anyone who wants to
understand how ISIS came to be, and how we got here.
#041844 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Grade 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min CTV
CTV’s Chief News
Anchor and
Senior Editor
Lisa LaFlamme
delivers a neverbefore-seen look
inside Canada’s
ultra-elite team of soldiers training foreign troops
to fight ISIS. CANSOFCOM is made up of 5 diﬀerent
units. There are the ultra-secret JTF2, protec ng
Canadians from terrorism at home and abroad and
the Canadian Joint Incident Response Unit, tasked
with dealing with nuclear, biological and chemical
threats. Then there are the Commandos of CSOR and
dedicated air support for all of these troops, the 427
Special Opera ons Avia on Unit. Finally, there is the
school that teaches the skills required for poten al
deployment, CSOTC, The Canadian Special Opera ons
Training Centre.
#CTV690 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95

Benghazi in Crisis: FRONTLINE

The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolu on School Edi on

Grade 11 - Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
This two-part hour from FRONTLINE features
Benghazi in Crisis and Yemen Under Siege - two short
documentaries
filmed in the
heart of major
conflict zones.
First, in Benghazi
in Crisis, journalist
Feras Kilani
goes inside the war-torn Libyan city of Benghazi and
reveals firsthand just how chao c the situa on there
has become, as ISIS, other Islamist militants, warring
mili as and the Libyan army all fight for control. This
documentary is a rare and grim look inside Benghazi as
the figh ng intensifies.
Then, in Yemen Under Siege, journalist Safa Al Ahmad
(The Fight for Yemen) makes a dangerous return to
Yemen and captures the chaos on camera. Hundreds
of thousands of people have fled Taiz, Yemen’s thirdlargest city, and for those that remain, life is nearly
unbearable. The documentary reveals the conflict’s
stunning human toll as it’s rarely seen.
#041843 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Grade 9 - Post-Sec 2016 195 min PBS
The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolu on is the
first feature length documentary to explore the Black
Panther Party, its significance to the broader American
culture, its cultural and poli cal awakening for black
people, and the painful lessons wrought when a
movement derails. This School Edi on includes:
• the original 120-minute theatrical version of the
film
• a 75-minute version edited for classroom use
• PDF Teacher’s Guide
#041831 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

ISIS in Afghanistan: FRONTLINE
Grade 11-Post-Sec 2015 CC 60 min PBS
Inside the rise of ISIS in Afghanistan and how they’re
training the next genera on of jihadists. With rare
access to ISIS, Correspondent Najibullah Quraishi sees
first-hand their spreading power. Also includes, Taliban
Hunters, Pakistan’s police fight against the Taliban.
#041835 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming rights.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, FNMI STUDIES, LAW & CIVICS
The Green Interview Series
Grades 11-Post-Secondary 2015/2016 CC Paper Tiger
This is a series of conversa ons with people - and encounters with ideas - that are re-inven ng the world. Hosted
by Silver Donald Cameron, one of Canada’s most versa le and experienced professional authors, the series
introduces the thinkers, writers, and observers whose ideas and percep ons are leading the way to a new era of
sustainability.

For a complete list of programs available in The Green Interview series, go to www.mcintyre.ca.

Larry Kowalchuk:
An -Fracking Movement Finds a Voice
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2015 CC 66 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features Larry
Kowalchuk, a human rights and environmental lawyer
who is represen ng two groups of New Brunswick
ci zens in fundamental and drama c legal challenges
to the fossil fuel industry and the governments that
support them. Both suits seek to halt development
un l it can be shown to be safe, if indeed it ever can
be.
#PT0001 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159

Amy Larkin: Coun ng the Hidden Costs of Doing
Business
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2015 CC 58 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features
Amy Larkin, an award-winning entrepreneur,
environmental ac vist, and author who works with
corporate execu ves to create more sustainable
enterprises. She is the author of the 2013 book
Environmental Debt: The Hidden Costs of a Changing
Global Economy in which she issues a clarion call
for governments, businesses, and consumers to
recalculate the financial contribu ons of the natural
world—and the long-hidden costs of environmental
damage.
#PT0002 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
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Rachel Parent: GMO Crusader
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2015 CC 47 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features 16-year
old Rachel Parent who
has made a remarkable
impact on the global
debate about the benefits
and dangers of industrial
food. She was par cularly
concerned about
gene cally modified
foods and by the fact that
consumers don’t even
get to know that they’re ea ng such foods because
Canada and the United States don’t require that food
with GM ingredients be labelled. She began her own
one-person crusade to get those foods labelled so that
people can choose whether or not to eat them. She
created a website and a movement called Kids Right
to Know. Since then she’s reached literally millions
of people around the world, speaking to enormous
crowds deba ng business spokesman on na onal TV,
being covered extensively in the media.
#PT0003 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
Femke Wijdekop: Defender of Those Who Defend
the Earth
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2015 CC 74 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features
Femke Wijdekop, a Dutch lawyer, broadcaster and
researcher with the Ins tute for Environmental
Security, an organiza on whose aim is to “advance
global environmental security by promo ng the
maintenance of the regenera ve capacity of lifesuppor ng ecosystems.” In this exclusive Green
Interview, Wijdekop discusses the concept of ecocide
and the growing movement to have it brought within
the jurisdic on of the Interna onal Criminal Court.
#PT0004 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, FNMI STUDIES, LAW & CIVICS

Roger Cox: Using the Law to Save Us
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 75 min Paper Tiger
Features Roger Cox, a Dutch lawyer and author, who
led the Dutch Climate Case, the groundbreaking suit
brought against the Netherlands on behalf of the
Urgenda Founda on and 900 Dutch Ci zens. In 2015,
the case concluded with an unprecedented verdict
in which the District court in The Hague ordered
the Dutch government to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions more drama cally than it had intended,
arguing it had a duty of care to its ci zens.
#PT0005 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
Marjan Minnesma:
Risk-Taking for a New Sustainable Society
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 75 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features
Marjan Minnesma, the founder and director of the
Urgenda Founda on in Amsterdam, which sued the
Dutch state for its tepid record on greenhouse gas
emissions. Urgenda was joined in the case by 900
ci zens as co-plain ﬀs in what Marjan describes as
“crowd pleading.” It won a court order direc ng the
government to reduce the country’s emissions by 25
percent by the year 2030. The impact of that success
has rippled around the world.
#PT0006 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
Jan van de Venis: Where Human Rights and the
Environment Intersect
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 71 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features Jan van
de Venis, an extraordinary Dutch lawyer who lives
at the intersec on of human rights and sustainable
development. He’s deeply concerned about the human
right to drinkable water but industrial developments
o en use vast quan es of water and leave it totally
contaminated. Sustainable development therefore
has to respect the human right to drinkable water and
so in addi on to running his own law firm Just Law in
Utrecht Jan van de Venis is also Director of the Legal
Desk at the Swiss water conserva on group WaterLex.
#PT0007 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159

Polly Higgins: Making Ecocide an Interna onal Crime
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 68 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features lawyer
Polly Higgins, who in 2010 proposed to the United
Na ons that a law of Ecocide to be classed as the
5th Crime Against Peace. She defines ecocide as
the “extensive damage, destruc on to or loss of
ecosystems of a given territory, whether by human
agency or by other causes, to such an extent that
peaceful enjoyment by the “inhabitants” of that
territory has been severely diminished.” The term
inhabitants here includes ALL living beings, not just
people.
#PT0008 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159

Anders Hayden: A Good Life Redefined
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 53 min Paper Tiger
This episode of The Green Interview features Anders
Hayden, author of Sharing the Work Sparing the Planet
and When Green Growth is Not Enough: Climate
Change, Ecological Moderniza on, and Suﬃciency. A
leading proponent of new work schedules, Hayden
argues that working people have historically pushed
for reduced hours since the start of the industrial
revolu on to create more jobs and to “live dignified
and healthy lives,” but that today there is an addi onal
recogni on of ecological limits. He argues that the
idea of infinite growth is no longer an op on at a me
when current levels of consump on in industrialized
countries have become unsustainable and that the
promise of the benefits of technological advance and
growth have also not been realized. He says that we
should be focusing on suﬃciency rather than eﬃciency
and that it’s me to collec vely advance a new vision
of wealth, one that oﬀers real security and wellbeing.
#PT0009 $159: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $159
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SCIENCE
Superlife: Gene c Manipula on Series
Recommended: Video Librarian
Grades 9-Post Sec 2015 CC Film Ideas
Designing Life. Man has been doing it for over 10,000 years. You may not be aware of
it, but we are surrounded by “Superlife,” life-forms manipulated by Man. Superlife looks
at the stories of how these super organisms came to permeate our planet, and how the
latest science is pushing the boundaries to create more with less me and resources and
at a higher quality.
Superlife explores the science of how mankind is manipula ng life for its benefit. The
series does not a empt to address the concerns surrounding cloning, gene cally
modified organisms or the ethics of certain farming prac ces.

Titles include:
Superfoods
The planet’s popula on now tops 7 billion. In this environment, humans create more with less me and resources and at a
higher quality. Today, the latest science might allow for small fish to bear big fish, or even “grow” meat without the animal.
Featuring:
• Super Cow: The Belgian Blue- A testament to the potency of selec ve breeding
• Super Corn: The King of Grains- Gene c engineering to reduce chemical use and increase yield
• Super Egg Layer: White Leghorn- Molecular gene cs team uses DNA tech to achieve uniform quality
• Wine Grape: The Hybrid Grape- Reintroduc on of gene c diversity for disease resistance
• Super Tuna: Cross-species Surrogacy- Interspecies cell implanta on
• Test-tube Burger: Cell Culture- Ar ficial culturing of stem cells into muscle cells
#FI0029 $195: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $195

Supercharmers
Ever since prehistoric mes, humans have lived with animals. They are loyal companions, and can provide vital services.
Through a family’s search for the perfect pet, we discover a wealth of creatures were redesigned solely to charm and enrich
our lives. Featuring:
• Super Bulldog: From Fearsome To Lovable- The evolu on of eight centuries of breeding special traits
• Ranchu Goldfish: Kaleidoscopic Shape-Shi er- Increased genome size increases poten al diversity
• Super Tulip: Bewitching Enchantress- Cross pollina on for shape and color
• Clone Dog: Labrador Retriever- Cloning animals with excep onal capabili es
• Super Silkworm: Insect Biotechnology- GMO produces human protein
• Miniature Horse: A Dark Li le Secret- Gene c tes ng to eliminate dwarfism
#FI0030 $195: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $195

Wonderful World of Blood
Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 52 min BBC
This fascina ng film sees Michael Mosley put himself through some
extreme challenges to discover how our blood protects us from infec on,
heals us when we’re wounded, and powers our lives. He undergoes
experiments including entering a low-oxygen environment to supercharge
his blood and boost his physical fitness; poisoning his blood with a vial of
viper venom in order to see it clot; doing a state-of-the-art body scan to
chart every artery and vein in his body; and going white-water ra ing to discover how his blood’s defenses combat
stress. The program explores the dark mythology around blood, and meets the scien sts on the cusp of discovering
whether there’s any truth in the “Dracula myth” – that young blood can reverse the ageing process. Packed with
absorbing stories, the Wonderful World of Blood is a comprehensive take on a subject that’s central to our survival.
#BBC058 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
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SCIENCE
Science Gossip! Series
Grades 6-10 2014 7 min each Film Ideas
Did you know that Darwin has a crater on the Moon? Or that
Einstein was bad at maths? Did you know that Newton was
such a nasty tempered man that almost no-one dared to go to
his classes? Or that an Italian invented the telephone before
Graham Bell did?
Taking advantage of the latest digital anima on techniques,
Science Gossip summarizes the careers of important figures
from the History of Science. Although scien fic rigor is
respected, the point of view is more light hearted and amusing
so that viewers receive short, dynamic doses of interes ng
informa on about each scien st, complemented by curious
anecdotes. First class informa on, totally true, fully proved and
lots of fun!
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $1287 (13 programs)
- Series Product #FI0031
A saving of $260
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each

Titles Include:
1.

Charles Darwin: The Ape Man
#FI0032 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

2.

Isaac Newton: The Smartest Kid In Town
#FI0033 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

3.

Nikolas Tesla: The Forgo en Genius
#FI0034 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

4.

Johannes Kepler: The Music Of The Spheres
#FI0035 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

5.

Galileo Galilei: And Yet It Moves
#FI0036 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

6.

Albert Einstein: Everything Is Rela ve
#FI0037 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

7.

Benjamin Franklin: Science & Poli cs
#FI0038 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

8.

Marie Curie: The Radium Woman!
#FI0039 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

9.

Louis Pasteur: Get Vaccinated!
#FI0040 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

10. Pythagoras: Number, Numbers!
#FI0041 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

11. Euclid: The Elements!
#FI0042 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

12. Thomas Robert Malthus: Numbers & People!
#FI0043 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119

13. Alessandro Volta: Ba eries Not Included!
#FI0044 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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Sports Lab:

Grades 3-8 2015 CC 26 epsiodes x 11 min each
Breakthrough Entertainment

Moves science out of the lab and onto the
playing field.
Introduces core scien fic concepts &
promotes fitness through popular sports!
Sports Lab is a celebra on of sports & ge ng ac ve! It’s a
fun, educa onal show for students aged 7 to 13 that showcases a wide range of sports, while demonstra ng the scienfic elements at work - giving them a greater understanding
and apprecia on of how we play. Teaching science within
the context of sports is a great way to take advantage of
students’ exis ng interest in the subject, and to find real-life applica ons of science theory. In this Canadian-produced series, concepts about the human body, forces, and energy are presented in a fun and accessible manner.
Complete EducaƟonal Package (26 ep) - $2314: DVD or 3-year Streaming (Single Site: K-12) (SAVE OVER $1000)
All others call for pricing.
Pick any 10 episodes: DVD or Streaming: $999
Hockey (Elas c Collisions)
Host Nykeem assists young Chase in an
ac on-packed day on the ice. The gang
learns about the science of the slap
shot when Dr. Heather briefs them on
elas c collisions.
#BTE106 $129: DVD
Track & Field (Centre of Gravity)
Anjelina is a young sprinter looking to
move faster out of the start. She gets
some great ps from guest pro Ashlea,
while Dr. Heather weighs in on the
centre of gravity that helps them tear
up the track.
#BTE095 $129: DVD
Baseball (Kine c Chains)
Dr. Heather discovers that a kine c
chain gives guest pro Bryce the power
to knock it out of the park, inspiring
younger brother Porter to step up
to the plate against host Nykeem’s
pitching.
#BTE096 $129: DVD
Skateboarding (Thrust and Drag)
David is a young skater looking to kick
his tricks up a notch. Together with
host Nykeem and guest pro Erik, David
spends a dynamic day in the park
learning about power of thrust and
drag.
#BTE097 $129: DVD
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Cricket (Airflow Dynamics)
Cricket star Darius D’Souza mentors
Abraham and Delaine, two friends who
share a keen passion for the game. Dr.
Heather breaks down Darius’ wicked
swing bowl, and the kids bring their
new knowledge of airflow to the pitch.
#BTE098 $129: DVD
Tennis (The Magnus Eﬀect - eﬀect of
spin)
Host Nykeem doubles up with Chloe, a
passionate young tennis player working
to perfect her top spin game. With
ps from guest pro Daniel and some
scien fic insight from Dr. Heather in
the Sports Lab, there is no stopping
Chloe on her way to stadium court.
#BTE099 $129: DVD
Table Tennis (Muscle Memory)
Brother and sister duo Antong and
Anda are hoping to sharpen their table
tennis game with some help from
guest pro Jimmy. Nykeem and the kids
get a chance to flex their skills when Dr.
Heather unpacks the science of muscle
memory.
#BTE101 $129: DVD

Dressage (Biomechanics)
Nykeem meets up with Tai-Lee and her
horse pal Gerald to explore the science
behind dressage. Biomechanics is key.
#BTE100 $129: DVD
Trampoline (Hooke’s Law - elas city)
Young gymnast Nya jumps at the
opportunity to learn more about the
science of trampoline. Learning about
Hooke’s Law has her ready to spring
into ac on.
#BTE102 $129: DVD
Breakdancing (Centripetal Force)
Logan discovers that centripetal force
has a lot to do with some of his wild
moves.
#BTE103 $129: DVD
Curling (Fric on)
Emily wants to improve her curling
game. She learns that fric on can be a
friend out on the ice.
#BTE104 $129: DVD
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Where Science and Sports
Collide in an Explosion of Fun!
Soccer (Poten al Energy and Kine c
Energy)
Legendary pro Dwayne De Rosario
demonstrates his kicking style for
soccer nut Sophie. Dr. Heather
explains the kine c energy that makes
Dwayne’s kick so powerful.
#BTE094 $129: DVD
Volleyball (Newton’s Laws of Mo on)
Guest pro Kira joins host Nykeem and
up-and-coming powerhouse Megan to
dig into the science of the float serve.
Dr. Heather sheds some light on Isaac
Newton’s Laws of Mo on and the team
serves it up on the court.
#BTE105 $129: DVD
Squash (Angles)
When young Noah wants to take his
squash game to the next level, Dr.
Heather sends guest pro Maria in the
nick of me. Noah and host Nykeem
learn how ball deforma on can help
them come out on top in a match.
#BTE108 $129: DVD
Swimming (Thrust and Drag)
Guest pro Emma Sproule teams up
with young Tyrus and host Nykeem
as they plunge into the science of
swimming. Dr. Heather talks drag, and
the trio hits the pool for a wet and wild
day of fun.
#BTE109 $129: DVD
Bowling (Momentum)
Jennifer is a keen young bowler with
talent to spare. Guest pro Melissa
inspires Jennifer and Nykeem with
some strikes, and Dr. Heather rolls out
the science of momentum.
#BTE110 $129: DVD
Snowboarding (Torque)
William is a young snowboarder
training to tackle a 360 jump. Dr
Heather explains how torque is pivotal
to William’s success and sends guest
pro Coulton to help him tear it up on
the hill.
#BTE113 $129: DVD

Figure Ska ng (Conserva on of
Angular Momentum)
Guest pro Bryce Davison has some
encouraging advice for Giuliana, a
budding young skater working her way
up to a double jump. Things heat up
on the ice when Dr. Heather brings
angular momentum into the mix.
#BTE111 $129: DVD

Football (Science of Drag)
John is a 12 year old quarterback who
wants to throw the perfect spiral. Dr.
Heather sends guest pro John Williams
to hand oﬀ some valuable ps to
reduce drag on the ball while host
Nykeem drags himself though some
tough training drills.
#BTE117 $129: DVD

Basketball (The Science of Arcs)
Young basketball star Ahriahna has
plenty of game as she goes one on one
with Nykeem. Guest pro Myck gives
them both pointers on free throws
while Dr. Heather lays up the science of
his shoo ng arc.
#BTE112 $129: DVD

High Jump (The Centre of Mass)
Nykeem and young track star Jaden
are bending over backwards trying
to perfect their high jump technique.
Dr. Heather expands on the science
behind the Fosbury flop and guest pro
Jillian helps Jaden take her skills to new
heights.
#BTE118 $129: DVD

Para Alpine Skiing (Drag Forces/Air
Resistance)
Guest pro Erin heads out to the slalom
course to meet Nykeem and Sarah, a
tenacious young para alpine skier. Dr.
Heather explains the role air resistance
plays when the team hits the slopes.
#BTE114 $129: DVD
Freestyle Skiing (Accelera on)
Nykeem hits the slopes to meet
Charlie, a young freestyle skier working
to get maximum air out of the half
pipe. With a li le help from guest pro
Drew and some ps on centripetal
accelera on from Dr. Heather, Charlie
is about to drop in on some big fun.
#BTE115 $129: DVD
Lacrosse (Torque and Axis of Rota on)
Nykeem joins forces with Lindyn, a
young Six Na ons lacrosse player
looking to score more goals. Dr.
Heather sends guest pro Kelsey to
get a handle on the problem and
demonstrate how torque and the axis
of rota on can supercharge a shot.
#BTE116 $129: DVD

Waterskiing (Centripetal Force)
Nykeem is in for a wet and wild ride
when he teams up with Russell, an
avid young waterskiier. With the
help of Dr. Heather and guest pro
Charlie Newlands they discover that
centripetal force can help them go
faster than a speeding boat.
#BTE119 $129: DVD
Sledge Hockey (Newton’s Third Law of
Mo on)
Cooper and Cole are brothers who
share a love of sledge hockey. Joined
by guest pro Jordan, the boys teach
host Nykeem about this great sport
and learn a thing or two about
Newton’s third law along the way.
#BTE120 $129: DVD
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SCIENCE

Animal Empires Series
Grades 2016 CC 47 min ea Blue Ant Media
Journey to the beau ful and dangerous places that play host to wildlife’s migra ons and congrega ons. Loud and
full of life, watch herds, flocks and schools of creatures gather in these extraordinary ANIMAL EMPIRES to feed,
mate and survive.
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $594 (6 programs) - a saving of $120 - Series #BAM348
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each (DVD or streaming)
FAMILY - Macaques, Flamingos, Manatees
Every empire needs a succession plan. Making babies – and
raising them – is crucial for every species to survive. In some
social circles, it takes a village to raise a family. In others, a
single parent is all that stands between the vulnerability of
youth and the threats of the wild. In this episode, we examine macaques (monkeys), flamingos, and manatees.
#BAM349 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12)
REBUILDING AN EMPIRE
Over the course of recorded me, many species have been
threatened with ex nc on. Once-powerful animal empires
– like the dinosaurs - have been completely wiped from the
planet. But others once on the verge of disappearance have
survived, bounced back, and even reclaimed their kingdoms. In this episode, we examine swans, David’s deer, and
tortoises.
#BAM350 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12)
ANIMALS GONE WILD - Ponies, Pigs, Donkeys, Chickens
As the popular characters of songs and stories, farm animals
are celebrated all over the world. But few stories tell of their
sister species who live in the wild. These animals known
primarily as livestock, beasts of burden, or even pets must
fend for themselves beyond the fences of their domes cated kin. In this episode, we examine ponies, pigs, donkeys
and chickens.
#BAM351 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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INFESTATION - Ants, Rats, Bats
Uninvited guests. Using sheer numbers to claim a territory,
some animal groups are considered “pests.” But their very
survival may depend on finding a home where they’re not
welcome. In this episode, we examine ants, rats, and bats.
#BAM352 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
SANCTUARY - Penguins, Kangaroos, Sharks
There’s strength in numbers. Especially in the wild. For many
species, it’s the very reason why individuals come together.
Protec ng the empire is impera ve to survival. For these
animals, protec on means isola on – finding sanctuary from
the threats outside their boundaries. In this epsiode, we
examine penguins, kangaroos, and sharks.
#BAM353 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12)
MIGRATION - Caribou, Elephant Seals, Monarch Bu erflies
Epic flights, adventurous sea journeys, and exhaus ng road
trips all play a key part in the lives of many species. These
empires travel in search of food, shelter, or a mate. But
booking and organizing travel is no easy feat when those
plans involve hundreds – even thousands – of individuals.
In this episode, we examine caribou, elephant seals and
monarch bu erflies.
#BAM354 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12)
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SCIENCE
Making North America: NOVA

Genius By Stephen Hawking

Grades 10 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 180 min PBS
Mighty, elemental forces molded
North America—fiery erup ons,
tanic floods, the grinding of
great ice sheets, and massive
impacts from space all shaped our
homeland. The epic three-part
series unfolds in a forgo en world
that existed long before our own,
crossed by long-lost mountain
ranges, deserts the size of Africa,
and vast inland seas spanning the
length of the con nent. Explore beloved landmarks like
the Grand Canyon and Niagara Falls from the inside
out as we witness the clash of nature’s crea ve and
destruc ve forces. Hosted by renowned paleontologist
Kirk Johnson, this spectacular road trip through a
tumultuous deep past explores three fundamental
ques ons: How was the con nent built? How did life
evolve here? And how has the con nent shaped us?
“Making North America” reveals the incredible story of
a majes c con nent.
#041832 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 360 min PBS
Professor Stephen Hawking reveals
our true poten al in a radical new
science show which challenges a
selec on of volunteers and the
viewer to think like the greatest
geniuses and answer some of
humanity’s toughest ques ons.
Using large scale experiments and
incredible stunts, we’ll follow the
volunteers’ journeys as they come
to grips with molecular biology, astrophysics and
quantum mechanics.
#041847 $95.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Frogs: The Thin Green Line
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Frogs have been on this planet
for more than 250 million years,
evolving into some of the most
wondrous and diverse creatures
on earth. Today, they are at the
centre of one of the greatest mass
ex nc ons since the dinosaurs. It is
an environmental crisis unfolding in
our own backyard as well as around
the globe. Where the calls of frogs
once filled the air, scien sts now hear only silence.
Ecosystems are beginning to unravel, and important
medical cures are vanishing. A fungus called chytrid
has been iden fied as the major culprit, but no way
has yet been found to stop it.
#041848 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Inside Einstein’s Mind:
NOVA
Grades 10 – Post-Sec 2015 CC
60 min PBS
Retrace Einstein’s thought
experiments as NOVA reveals the
simple but powerful ideas that
reshaped our understanding of
gravity, illumina ng the theory of
general rela vity, and Einstein’s
brilliance as never before.
#041826 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Iceman Reborn: NOVA
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Murdered more than 5,000
years ago, Otzi the Iceman is the
oldest human mummy on Earth.
Miraculously preserved in glacial
ice, the intact remains of this
Neolithic European hunter con nue
to provide scien sts, historians, and
archeologists with groundbreaking
discoveries about a crucial me
in human history. NOVA joins
renowned ar st and paleo-sculptor
Gary Staab as he has been granted rare access into
the Iceman’s frozen lair. As we see the Iceman brought
to life from 3D prin ng, resin, clay and paint, new
revela ons about Otzi’s life and legacy come to light.
#041840 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.
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SCIENCE & ANTHROPOLOGY
Mysteries of Evolu on Series
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 30 min ea Blue Ant Media
Over millions of years in the animal kingdom, gene c changes
have helped species survive. Unique skills, body modifica on,
strange features - these interes ng and strange transforma ons
have allowed many creatures to adpat to their ever-changing
environments. Explore the science behind nature’s amazing
advancements. In MYSTERIES OF EVOLUTION, find the solu ons
to nature’s toughest ques ons.

Why did penguins stop flying? Why
do female cheetahs cheat? Why do
orangutans have floppy cheeks?

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $594 - Series #BAM355
A saving of $120
Individual Ɵtles: $119 each (DVD or Streaming)

Head and Neck
Have you ever wondered why orangutans have
those flappy cheeks, or why mandrills have such
colourful faces, or why vultures are bald, or even why
hammerheads have, well, hammer-shaped heads?
This episode explains it all. It shows unique animals
that managed to survive by evolving from the neck up.
#BAM356 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
Head and Neck
Humans haven’t been around for long. In geological
and biological scales, we’ve been for just the blink
of an eye, and yet, we’ve managed to radically
influence many animals’ path of evolu on. Dogs,
wolves, coyotes, elephants, and horses have all been
influenced by humans and in this episode we explain
how.
#BAM357 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
Interior
Some of the most interes ng adapta ons in
the animal world are invisible. They are internal
adapta ons that have helped diﬀerent animals
survive in amazing and unseen ways. In this episode,
we look at snakes - did you know they used to have
legs?; clownfish can change their sex and they live in
poisonous homes?; male seahorses carry eggs; and
finally, cheetahs exhibit polyandry during the same
breeding period.
#BAM358 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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Eyes
This episode focuses on the eye, one of the most
amazing evolu onary adapta ons in the natural
world. The fact that we can perceive objects that we
can’t touch by sensing the light that bounces oﬀ them
is simply awe-inspiring. Some animals have evolved to
see extremely well, others have evolved to be nearly
invisible, and yet others want to be seen by everyone.
This episode is about seeing and being seen. We
examine penguins, tree frogs, zebras and eyespots.
#BAM359 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
Social Animals
Some animals cooperate to survive. Some animals
even put the welfare of the group above their own
reproduc ve poten al. This episode explains how
coopera on works in the animal world. Cockroaches
live in large mul genera onal families; bonobos use
sex for conflict resolu ons; ants are eusocial meaning
they do whatever it takes to serve and protect the
colony; meerkats balance the internal struggle with
their need for coopera on
#BAM360 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
Unchanged (Ancient Lineages)
This episode examines the evolu onary adapta ons
that have helped four diﬀerent species of animals for
millions of years. The four animals in the episode are
the shark, the bee, the bichir, and the muskox. All of
these animals adapted early to their environments,
and they adapted so well that they have succeeded
without having to change their behaviour. And thus,
the name of the episode is “Unchanged”.
#BAM361 $119: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $119
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BULLYING, GUIDANCE & MENTAL HEALTH
Bystander Interven on:
Pu ng a Stop to Bullying
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
Bystander interven on is a new and proven eﬀec ve strategy
to reduce incidents of bullying and other forms of violence and
in mida on. The video first defines bystander interven on
then models how it works by showing drama za ons
of bullying which stop at cri cal points and ask viewers:
What would you do? Viewers learn to put their own safety first, and then learn how to best apply bystander
interven on techniques: direct interven on, distrac on, calling 911, and reaching out to trusted adults. In
addi on, teens describe how they successfully used bystander interven on to stop or distract a bully.
#600672 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book, student handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

Bystander Interven on:
Pu ng a Stop to Sexual Assault
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
This program carefully explains the basics and principles of
bystander interven on, a strategy that has proven eﬀec ve
in the reduc on of sexual assault. The video begins by
drama zing the infamous Ki y Genovese case where many
observers did not step in to prevent an assault in Kew Gardens,
Queens, New York. This behaviour came to be called the
Bystander Eﬀect. Bystander interven on, as explained in the video, is a powerful tool that arms bystanders with
techniques to counter the bystander eﬀect by ge ng witnesses to stop violent acts or sexual assaults by using
their brains. Using drama za ons of sexual assault situa ons viewers are taught three ways to disrupt a sexual
assault: intervene directly, create a distrac on, or call for help from others nearby. Teens who have successfully
intervened in a empted sexual assaults describe how they followed the principles and foiled an a empted
sexual assault.
#600671 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book, student handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

In The Dark: W5

Cries for Help: W5

Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min CTV
Host Sandie Rinaldo
speaks to the families of
residents of an Ontario
nursing home who were
sexually assaulted by a
repeat sex oﬀender. This
program explores the
ques on: How prevalent are cases of sexual assault in
Canadian nursing homes, and can long-term caregivers
adequately protect residents from abuse?
#CTV688 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95

Post-Sec 2016 CC 40 min CTV
In a follow-up to its 2014
inves ga on, “Suicide
Watch”, into alarming
Canada-wide, in-pa ent
suicide rates, W5’s Kevin
Newman delivers “Cries
For Help”, exposing cases where pa ents dealing with
mental health crises are sent home by hospitals illequipped to help. With no standardized risk assessment
in place it is almost impossible for clinicians in a busy ER
to determine who is at immediate risk of suicide in order
to make necessary life-saving interven ons.
#CTV683 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95
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GUIDANCE & GENDER STUDIES
Straight Talk about Sex ng and Messaging
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
True life stories oﬀer cau onary tales about the dangers of
sex ng and anonymous messaging on cell phones and on social
media. Students will learn that privacy is not possible on the
Internet and once a nude photo or racy text is sent, it is likely
to come back to haunt them. Viewers learn the downside of
sex ng, including possible charges of sending or receiving child
pornography, being blackmailed by exes who threaten to release private photos, being labeled a sex oﬀender,
and experiencing severe depression about loss of control of their images and videos.
#600670 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book, student handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

How to End Unhealthy Rela onships
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2015 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
This program oﬀers teens insight on how to honestly assess
the health of rela onships, par cularly roman c rela onships
and intense friendships, and then presents concrete steps to
help viewers end unhealthy rela onships. Real teens share
their experiences covering a broad spectrum of unhealthy
rela onships from a once good friendship that has gone bad, to
a roman c rela onship that has become abusive. Social workers
Amy Edelstein and Eri Kim oﬀer insight on how to end a rela onship safely and eﬀec vely. The experts also
present a model for students to use to help evaluate their current rela onships and discuss what to do if a friend
is in an unhealthy rela onship.
#600648 $189: DVD plus teacher’s resource book, student handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

Father and Son: W5

Suited

Grades 9-Post-Sec 2015 CC 20 min CTV
Broadcast journalist
Kevin Newman and
his son Alex discuss
Alex’s “coming
out” as gay and
the challenges of
self-acceptance.
This is a powerful
father-son story that challenges stereotypes of what it
means to be a man and what it means to be a parent.
Genera ons of men have defined themselves by how
well they provide, protect, and guide their children.
Kevin and Alex Newman were forced to find a deeper
connec on, or face losing each other and themselves.
#CTV677 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95

Post-Sec 2016 CC 78 min Films Media Group
Suited tells the story of Bindle & Keep, a Brooklyn
tailoring company that looks beyond the gender
binary, crea ng custom-made
suits for gender non-conforming
and transgender clients. A
modern, evolved look at gender
through the conduit of clothing,
this illumina ng documentary
elucidates the private and
emo onal experience that those
who struggle with gender iden ty
go through when it comes to
fashion. With heart and op mism, Suited spotlights
the in mate journey of coming into a new iden ty,
accep ng diﬀerence, and living bravely in one’s own
skin, underscoring the important message that one
size truly doesn’t fit all.
#394879 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Opioids Epidemic: How I Became A
Heroin Addict

Chemical Highs: Flakka and the Rise of Synthe c
Drugs

Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
This program looks at the opioid epidemic
through the eyes of 4 recovering, young
addicts. By revealing their stories, viewers will
learn how quick and easy it is to transi on
from pain killer pills to shoo ng up heroin. The
young users also talk about hope—hope to
not use again—hope to get through the pain
of detox, and the hope of a be er, sober life
ahead. Delivers a strong no-use message.

Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 17 min Human Rela ons Media
Chemical Highs: The Rise of Flakka and Synthe c Drugs
oﬀers a sobering view of what happens when young people
experiment with synthe c drugs like Flakka. Students learn
how Flakka and other synthe c drugs can impact the brain,
induce horrifying hallucina ons and paranoia, and ul mately
lead to addic on. The program delivers a powerful and clear
no use message.
#600666 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book, student
handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

#600669 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book,
student handouts and pre/post tests in digital
format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

Everything You Need to Know about
E-Cigare es, Vaping and Hookahs
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
This hard-hi ng program challenges the belief,
held by many students, that e-cigare es and
hookahs are risk-free, healthy alterna ves
to tradi onal cigare es. It shows how in a
typical hookah session a smoker inhales 100
mes the amount of toxin-laden smoke that
is inhaled smoking a cigare e. Vapour does
contain highly addic ve nico ne as well as
other chemicals whose health risks we are only
beginning to understand. The program looks at
how e-cigare es have become a mul -billion
dollar industry controlled largely by tobacco
companies, who use the same decep ve
adver sing techniques they have used with
cigare es.
#600665 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book,
student handouts and pre/post tests in digital
format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

Inhalant Abuse: One Puﬀ Can Kill
Grades 6-12 2015 CC 20 min Human Rela ons Media
This gripping program shares unforge able real stories of
teens figh ng their abuse of inhalants, as well as two families
who lost children to inhalant abuse. Various interviews talk
directly to viewers addressing the addic ve nature of inhalants
and clearly outlining the damage these toxic chemicals cause
to the brain, heart and lungs.
#600663 $189: DVD plus teacher’s resource book, student
handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

How Addic on Hijacks the Brain
Grades 7-Post-Sec 2016 CC 24 min Human Rela ons Media
This program drives home the message that drug addic on
is a disease of the brain and that teens are at highest risk
for acquiring this disease. Stephen Dewey and other leading
scien sts detail how drugs like heroin, nico ne, cocaine and
marijuana change the brain, subvert the way it registers
pleasure and corrupt learning and mo va on. Young
recovering addicts provide a human face to the eﬀects of
drugs and alcohol as they describe how addic on involves
intense craving for a drug and loss of control over its use.
Viewers also learn that the brain’s plas city or ability to
change oﬀers hope for addicts that they can turn their lives
around.
#600666 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book, student
handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189
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HEALTH - FOOD & DIET
The Truth about Calories
Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 52 min BBC
Calories are a na onal
obsession but are they
really worth coun ng? Dr
Chris van Tulleken takes
nine randomly selected
supermarket foods to
an independent tes ng
laboratory and discovers that only one of the labels matches the
calories in the packet. The calorie count of all the other foods
is up to 10% above or below the number on the label. Chris’s
ul mate goal is to find out how we can cut our calories but keep
ea ng our favourite treats. He discovers some kitchen secrets to
strip 360 calories out of a luxury meal of steak, chips and cream
pudding without changing a single ingredient. This program
shows how we can all be healthier by ea ng smarter - without
taking the joy out of food.
#BBC056 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95

The Truth about Fat
Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015
CC 53 min BBC
Fat has a reputa on as
public health enemy
number one. But is it
really the devil we think?
Recent headlines suggest
that we may have got it
all wrong, and that fat may not be as bad as we’ve long believed.
Dr Saleyha Ahsan cuts through the confusion and reveals the
surprising science of fat. This program shows how we can be
smarter about fat if we know which ones we should really be
ea ng and how much is good for us.
#BBC057 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95

Kitchen Math: Measuring
Grade 6-Post-Sec 2016 CC 21 min
LearningZoneXpress
Success or failure in the kitchen depends
on three elements interac ng with each
other: ingredients, me, and temperature.
Measuring these three elements accurately
helps ensure the end result is delicious
food. Kitchen Math: Measuring presents
measuring basics with humour and fun.
#430204 $99.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $99.95
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Jamie’s Sugar Rush
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2015 CC 48 min
Films Media Group
In this documentary, Jamie Oliver reveals
how much added sugar is in healthy-looking
food and explores how the food and
beverage industry markets to children in
supermarket product placement and TV ads.
He visits Mexico to witness how Coca-Cola
targeted rural indigenous communi es and
learn about the new government soda tax
that is reducing consump on and spreading
public awareness about the health risks of
sugary drinks. Finally, Oliver lobbies U.K.
restaurant groups to join him in a selfimposed soda tax, the proceeds of which
would go to healthy school food educa on
programs.
#394734 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12):
$237.95

GM Food – Cul va ng Fear
Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 30 min
Films Media Group
A new genera on of GM foods is winning
over governments and former cri cs of the
technology, and scien sts say the crops
could help feed people in the developing
world. So are those who oppose GM
doing more harm than good? And is
their opposi on based on genuine safety
concerns, or is it just feeding fear?
#394882 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12):
$237.95
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HEALTH
NOVA: Can Alzheimer’s Be Stopped
Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Alzheimer’s disease strikes at the core of what makes us human: our
capacity to think, to love and to remember. The cause of Alzheimer’s
and whether it can be stopped is one of the greatest medical
mysteries of our me. Alzheimer’s ravages the minds of over 40
million vic ms worldwide, stripping them of their memories and
o en their dignity on a poignant march that can lead to death. Join
inves gators as they gather clues and a empt to reconstruct the
molecular chain of events that ul mately leads to demen a, and
follow key researchers in the field who have helped to develop the
leading theories of the disease. Along the way, meet individuals from all walks of life who will reveal what it’s like
to struggle with Alzheimer’s.
#041845 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

NOVA: Memory Hackers
Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Memory. Whether it’s sharp, fuzzy, poignant, or thrilling, it’s the
glue that binds our mental lives. Without it we’d be prisoners of the
present, unable to use the lessons of the past to change our future.
From our first kiss to where we put our keys, memory represents
who we are, and how we learn and navigate the world. But how does
it work?
For the first me, using cu ng-edge research, neuroscien sts are
exploring the precise molecular mechanisms of memory. By studying
individuals ranging from an 11-year-old whiz kid who remembers
every detail of his life, to a man who had his spider phobias vanquished, to a woman who even had memories
implanted, scien sts have uncovered a provoca ve idea. For much of human history, memory has been seen as a
tape recorder that faithfully registers informa on and replays it back intact. But now, researchers are discovering
that memory is far more malleable, always being wri en and rewri en, not just by us but by others. As we are
discovering the precise mechanisms that explain and can even control our memories, the ques on is-are we
ready?
#041841 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Life me Penalty: W5
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 40 min CTV
A W5-TSN joint inves ga on looks into the brain injuries suﬀered by
NHL players during careers filled with big hits and brutal fights. Mike
Peluso and Dan LaCouture suﬀered mul ple brain injuries during
their NHL careers. They are now part of a class ac on lawsuit.
Did team doctors put the financial interests of their employers ahead
of the health concerns of players? And did NHL execu ves put their
collec ve heads in the sand when it came to learning more about the
dangers of repeated head trauma, and about possible rule changes
that might have be er protected players, even if it meant popular
tough guys were sidelined longer between fights?
#CTV684 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95
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WOMEN’S STUDIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES
Power and the World’s Women
Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 50 min BBC
In 1995, while s ll First Lady, Hillary Clinton made a groundbreaking speech in Beijing, se ng down a challenge
to world leaders: to treat women’s rights as human rights. She highlighted
abuses including young girls sold into slavery; women raped as a tool of
war; and lack of educa on for girls. Since then, three women – Madeleine
Albright, Condoleezza Rice and of course Clinton herself – have done one
of the world’s most powerful jobs, as U.S. Secretary of State. In candid
interviews, these former Secretaries of State talk about what it’s like being
a woman at the center of power, how they personally tried to change
things, and about the poli cal challenges of improving the lives of women across the world. The film reveals the
shocking extent of abuses in some developing countries and conflict zones, and asks what Western poli cians
should – and should not – do to promote women’s rights and equality. And as the U.S. waits to hear if Hillary
Clinton will make a second a empt at the U.S. presidency, the film asks if America is ready to break the biggest
glass ceiling of all – and what a woman President of the U.S.A. could do for the world’s women?
#BBC061 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95

Healing Hands: W5
Grade 10 - Post-Sec 2016 CC 20 min CTV
W5’s Victor Malarek is on loca on with a Canadian team on a medical
mission in Kyiv that is trea ng the wounded in a fierce conflict in eastern
Ukraine. Virtually all pa ents the Canadian nurses and doctors treat are
former soldiers, but there are excep ons when it comes to vic ms of war.
Alla Nyzhnykovskyi speaks about the explosion that wounded her 11-yearold son Mykola and killed her 4-year-old son Danyo.
#CTV678 $99.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $99.95

Producer Profile
Sean Cisterna
McIntyre Media Inc. proudly works in partnership with Sean Cisterna. Sean is
a feature film producer and director who has worked in the film and television
industry in Canada for over 15 years. Several of his feature films, including Full
Out and Moon Point have received interna onal accolades. In addi on to his
features, Sean has worked with McIntyre Media for over 8 years producing over
50 of our best-selling curriculum programs. Included in this list is OUR CANADA:
Its Geographic Regions, a 7-part visual masterpiece that takes students on a visual
journey across our great country (see pages 6 & 7); Understanding Refugees in Canada
(page 17); and Made in Canada (page 35).
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BUSINESS STUDIES & ENREPRENEURSHIP
Made in Canada Series: Canadian Entrepreneurship
Grades 9-Post-Sec 2016 CC 30 min CTV
Canada is a hotbed of innova on and ambi on. In this world of accelera ng
and constant change, many opportuni es and challenges will arise. In this
series of segments from CTV, students get to hear and see the stories of five
Canadian entrepreneurs who have worked hard to build successful companies.
Each has found and met a need of its customers. However, that success was
borne out of hard work, educa on, ini a ve, research, and a willingness to
adapt to a constantly changing world. In each segment, we meet some of
the entrepreneurs as well as learn and see how the manufacturing process
happens.
#CTV691 $199: DVD (includes 5 segments listed below)
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $199
Segments include:
Manitobah Mukluks
Manitobah Mukluks is a company that has
embraced aboriginal culture and become an
interna onally known business. In 1996, Sean
McCormick set up an opera on in Winnipeg
where he swapped leather and furs for handmade
mukluks made by First Na ons’ women.
McCormick, who is Mé s, soon saw that retailers couldn’t get enough of the
beaded, animal skin footwear, and the idea for a company was born.
Clearpath Robo cs
Clearpath Robo cs designs and manufactures
unmanned systems that can be used for mining,
military, academic, and industrial applica ons.
CEO and Founder Ma Rendall developed an
interest in building robots and that eventually led
to the 2009 development of his mul -million dollar company.
Research Cas ng Interna onal
Peter May founded Research Cas ng Interna onal Ltd. in 1987, based on
experience gained from collec ng, preparing, cas ng and moun ng dinosaur
fossil bones at the Royal Ontario Museum and the Royal Tyrell Museum of
Paleontology.

The Secret World of
Lego
Grades 9-Post Sec 2015 CC
47 min Films Media Group
Billund, Denmark is home to
the original Lego factory that
producers over 1 billion bricks
per week. Lego is a brand
that stretches beyond the
children’s market and has a
huge following of AFOLs (Adult
Fans of Lego). This film follows
Jus n and Mark as they
a empt to become part of the
Lego company. Jus n aspires
to become a Lego designer
while Mark wants to launch a
magazine marketed to adults
who enjoy building with Lego.
See inside the Lego factory,
get a feel for Lego culture, and
stretch your imagina on with
ideas presented in this video.
#394706 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) Single Site (K-12): $237.95

The Original Maple Bat Corpora on
Sam Holman founded The Original Maple Bat Corpora on in 1997, the year
that he introduced maple to professional baseball. The company is o en
referred to by the name of its record se ng product, “Sam Bat”. Sam Bat grew
out of a simple challenge – a professional baseball scout asked Holman to
make a bat that wouldn’t break.
Conquest Vehicles
William Maizlin is a Canadian entrepreneur who started the company
Conquest Vehicles Inc. with a be er op on in mind. Headquartered in Toronto,
his facility houses some of the best engineers, fabricators and technicians
in the country, all tasked with building the ul mate, fully armoured, ultraluxurious SUV called the Knight XV.
McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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CHARACTER EDUCATION & LAGUAGE ARTS
Anansi and Friends Series
Grades JK-2 2016 CC Morembi Entertainment Inc.
Safari Land is home to one of the most famous folk - characters
of all me, one whose silly tricks have taught children valuable
lessons for many years. Anansi is an African folktale character
who o en takes the form of a spider and is considered to be the
spirit of all knowledge of stories. Through the comedy of Anansi’s
tricks, children see examples of the nega ve consequences of
dishonest behaviour and learn the benefits of posi ve virtues such
as coopera on, morality, modera on and humility.
Special Series Price – ONLY $199.95 (5 programs) – a saving of $46.80
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $199.95
Anansi Goes Fishing
A er being cheated out of breakfast by Anansi Spider,
Taji the Turtle decides to teach him a lesson. He tells
Anansi that he can catch the biggest, tas est salmon if
he swims far into the fish pond. Excited, Anansi swims
over and spins a big web. He throws his big web into
the water only to discover that the joke is on him. And
Taji reminds Anansi of an old saying, “The one who
tricks will always end being up fooled.”
#MORE01 $49.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
Honey Guide
Do e the owl tells Anansi Spider about a honey comb
she finds in the park but she needs Anansi’s help
to reach it. Anansi happily retrieves the honey but
decides to keep it the all for himself. “Why should I
share?” he says. “I did all the work!” And he eats all
the honey in front of Do e. Do e feels tricked so she
quickly makes some new friends that also love to eat
honey and they remind Anansi that when we make a
deal with friends we must keep our promises.
#MORE02 $49.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
The Tablet of Wisdom
Taji the Turtle finds a treasure that may have the
wisdom of the whole world inside. He wants to share
it with everybody he can. He puts Anansi in charge of
finding a way to spread this wisdom all over the park
but Anansi is only interested in finding a way to keep
all the wisdom for himself. But in a strange twist of
events he learns that nobody can have all the wisdom,
we can only collect pieces of it from everybody we
meet.
#MORE03 $49.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
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Anansi’s Feast with Geese
The geese have returned from the south and the
other birds plan to welcome them with a celebra on
high up in the hills. Anansi Spider thinks he should
have been invited so he sneaks into the party. Pre y
soon, Anansi’s appe te puts a stop to the party and
the birds discover the spider’s plot to sabotage the
fun. Anansi is reminded that our neighbor’s food can’t
sa sfy our hunger.
#MORE04 $49.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
The Magic Machine
Anansi Spider discovers how to use a giant machine
that the humans gather food from. He asks Mufa the
warthog to be his lookout and Anansi promises to
share with him. Mufa waits pa ently but it becomes
clear that sharing is not something Anansi likes to do.
But Anansi quickly discovers that “Greed will trap us
all”.
#MORE05 $49.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95

Also Available in French:
Anansi Fait la Pèche
#MORF01
Anansi Élève le Miel
#MORF02
La Table e de la Sagesse #MORF03
Le Repas avec les Oies #MORF04
La Machine Magique
#MORF05
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CHARACTER EDUCATION

Unlocking Your Poten al:
Grit, Determina on, and Mindset
Grades 7-12 2016 CC 20 min
Human Rela ons Media
“I just can’t do this.” That’s the reac on of too
many teens when they face academic and personal
challenges. As a result, these students struggle to reach
their goals. This program describes new research that
informs students how to discard the I can’t mindset
and replace it with the I can mindset.
This program explores how intelligence and talent can
be developed through hard work and persistence. It
emphasizes the importance of embracing challenges
and viewing failure as a way to learn. Students are
encouraged to evaluate their own mindsets and to
think about the importance of grit and determina on
in their own lives.
The program profiles four people whose mindsets
embrace the quali es of grit and determina on.
A student with a learning disability has “learned
how to learn” through strategic study skills, and the
perseverance he exhibits academically helps him
succeed in sports as well. A severely handicapped
young man refuses to let the challenges of his physical
condi on prevent him from pursuing a career as a
comedian and subs tute teacher. A teenage singer
describes the importance of prac ce in developing her
skills and how she learns from construc ve cri cism. A
young man pushes hard to advance his educa on and
pursue a career in psychology despite stereotypes in
his community that discourage him from a ending a
post-secondary ins tu on.
#600669 $189: DVD, plus teacher’s resource book,
student handouts and pre/post tests in digital format.
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $189

Dinopaws
Grades JK-1 2014 CC 10 min each
Kindle Entertainment Ltd., Guru Studio Ltd.,
& Laughing Gravy Media Ltd.
Pixie Award for AnimaƟon
Canadian Screen Award NominaƟon
BAFTA Children’s Award NominaƟon
Join bold, brave and resourceful Gwen, Bob and Tony
as they go stomping, roaring on their epic journey
of discovery as they begin to understand the special
planet they live on. The young trio are fascinated to
discover other dinosaurs, exci ng places, bewildering
objects and new feelings. The series’ colourful and
playful prehistoric world is brought to life with a
striking anima on design. Can be used in Health and
Physical Educa on, Early Learning-Kindergarten, and
Character Educa on curriculum.
There are 51 individual Dinopaws Ɵtles. Go to
www.mcintyre.ca to see complete list. Here are a
few of them:
The Thing That Was Round
Gwen loses her special smiley round on a pebble beach full
of rounds! Can Bob and Tony find it before the de comes
in and gets them all wet?
#GRS015 $45.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
The Thing That Fell Up
Gwen decides to add a beau most colourful flu erfly to
her one-of-everything collec on but when she takes it
away from its friends its colours fade away.
#GRS018 $45.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $49.95
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE & LAW

TECHNOLOGY

Silence Broken - A Mother’s Reckoning

Rise of the Robots: NOVA

Grade 9 – Post-Sec 2015 52 min
Films Media Group
Sue Klebold, Mother of Columbine shooter Dylan
Klebold, gives her first television interview nearly
17 Years a er the tragedy. She talks about her
rela onship with her son, about the vic ms, and about
what happened inside her home leading up to the
Columbine shoo ng. Diane Sawyer examines teenage
mental health, warning signs of a child in crisis, and
the possibility of preven ng the next school shoo ng.
#394880 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95

Post-Sec 2016 CC 60 min PBS
Machines are everywhere. They run our factory
assembly lines and make our coﬀee. But robots machines with human-like capabili es-have long been
the stuﬀ of science fic on. Un l now.

In The Dark: W5
Post-Sec 2016
CC 20 min CTV
Host Sandie
Rinaldo speaks
to the families of
residents of an
Ontario nursing
home who were sexually assaulted by a repeat sex
oﬀender. This program explores the ques on: How
prevalent are cases of sexual assault in Canadian
nursing homes, and can long-term caregivers
adequately protect residents from abuse?
#CTV688 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95

In the Name of
God: W5
Post-Sec 2016
CC 2016 CTV
W5’s Victor
Malarek speaks
with former
students of the now abandoned Grenville Chris an
College on the abuse they say they suﬀered there.
Grenville Chris an College was held up as a model
of Chris an love. Students say the treatment they
received was far from that vision.
#CTV679 $129.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $129.95
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Fueled by an ambi ous DARPA challenge, the race is on
to design a robot that can replace humans in disaster
relief situa ons. Follow the robots - and the engineers
that program them-as they strive to make their way
out of the lab and into the real world. But how capable
are they, really? How close are we to a future where
humanoid robots are part of our everyday lives? And
what are the implica ons of a future with robots that
can do a human’s job? NOVA inves gates the cu ngedge technologies that are advancing robo cs as never
before...and the enormous challenges that the robots
s ll face.
#041838 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

CyberWar Threat: NOVA
Grades 10 – Post-Sec 2015 CC 60 min PBS
Thanks in part to the documents released by Edward
Snowden, the true scale of the Na onal Security
Agency’s scope and power is coming to light. Besides
spending billions to ingest and analyze the world’s
electronic communica ons, the NSA has set out
to dominate a new ba lefield - cyberspace. NOVA
examines the science and technology behind cyber
warfare and asks if we are already in the midst of a
deadly new arms race.
#041825 $87.99: DVD
Call for streaming price.

Blackout: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
Post-Sec 2015 CC 60 min PBS
On July 13, 1977, the lights went out in New York.
Seven million people were plunged into darkness.
In the city that never sleeps, the divide between the
haves and the have-nots became ever more apparent,
as mayhem broke out under the cover of darkness.
By the me the lights went back on more than a day
later, more than 1,600 businesses had been looted,
over 3,700 people had been arrested, and firefighters
had ba led more than 1,000 fires. Told through the
memories of ordinary New Yorkers who lived through
the events, Blackout explores what happened on the
night the lights went out.
#041837 $79.99: DVD
Call for streaming rights.
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TEACHER EDUCATION
Adding Talk to the Equa on
Teacher Educa on 2016 123 min Stenhouse Publishers
For more than twenty years, Lucy West has been studying
mathema cal classroom discourse. She believes that teachers need
to understand what
their students are
thinking as they
grapple with rich
mathema cal tasks
and that the best
way to do so is
through talking and
listening. Adding Talk
to the Equa on helps
teachers learn how
to skillfully lead math
conversa ons so all
students stay in the
game, stay mo vated
about learning, and
ul mately deepen
their understanding.
This video features
five case studies filmed in grades 1–6 and shows teachers at various
stages in their prac ce of genera ng and managing rich mathema cs
conversa ons. Lucy emphasizes the progression that occurs as
teachers get more comfortable with new talk moves and as they
learn to tune in and respond to the math conversa ons taking place
among their students. Although these discussions occur during
math instruc on, the strategies used to create an environment for
respec ul, produc ve discourse can be applied to any subject area.
The video segments examine the importance of crea ng a safe
learning environment; the value of thinking, reasoning, and
ques oning; the role of ac ve, accountable listening; and the
necessity of giving all students a “You can do this” message. Lucy
also emphasizes that slowing down, even in the face of me
constraints, is crucial for crea ng a classroom where all students feel
they have something to contribute.
The video is accompanied by an 84-page companion guide (in PDF
format on a disc) which includes transcripts of all of the case studies,
with detailed commentary from Lucy that gives you a window into
her thinking and the complexi es of the work she is doing with
teachers, as well as her reflec ons on missed opportuni es.
#000171 $250: DVD, PDF guide
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $250
Addi onal companion guides available for $20 each.

Ge ng Into Grammar
(Kindergarten Version)
Teacher Educa on 2016 32 min
Stenhouse Publishers
Do you struggle with how to make
teaching grammar meaningful and
las ng? In this video, you’ll follow
Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty
into the kindergarten classroom,
where they weave the teaching of
grammar into literacy instruc on
in a way that engages students and
increases their understanding of
essen al language skills.
#000172 $75: DVD, PDF resource
guide
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site
(K-12): $75
For more Teacher EducaƟon
programs, go to our website www.mcintyre.ca. You’ll find a
vast array of the best PD programs
available.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily 5 Alive
Moving Into Math Sta ons
Stepping Up on Literacy Sta ons
Synthesizing Bu erflies
CAFE in the Classroom
The Joy of Conferring
How Did You Solve That?

...and more!
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SOCIAL SCIENCES

ART & ENGLISH LITERATURE

Genius of the Modern World

Art21: Art in the 21st Century - Season 8

Grades 11-Post Sec 2016 CC Films Media Group
Karl Marx, Friedrich
Nietzsche and Sigmund
Freud changed the
landscape of the
modern world.
Together they reimagined global
economics, ques oned the very founda ons of morality
and society, and unravelled the workings of the human
mind. Their challenge was to figure out what makes
us human in a fast-evolving world, and to iden fy the
hidden forces, and ideas, controlling our lives. It was a
search that would drive Marx to poverty, and Nietzsche
to psychological breakdown. Host Be any Hughes
discovers how these scep cal ‘masters of suspicion’
created ground-breaking, penetra ng ways of seeing
the world that s ll shape how we make sense of our
lives today.

Grades 9-Post Sec 2016 CC 240 min PBS
Get inspired by today’s
most compelling ar sts and
discover the stories, ideas, and
methods behind their work
in the ART21 documentary
series Art in the TwentyFirst Century. This Peabody
Award-winning series takes
viewers behind the scenes
into ar sts’ studios, homes,
and communi es to provide
in mate access to their lives,
crea ve processes, and sources of inspira on. Join
host Claire Danes for Season Eight, featuring sixteen
ar sts from North America whose work helps us see
the world in both new and exci ng ways.
Features: Chicago: Nick Cave, Theaster Gates, Barbara
Kasten, Chris Ware Los Angeles: Edgar Arceneaux, Liz
Larner, Tala Madani, Diana Thater Mexico City: Natalia
Almada, Minerva Cuevas, Damián Ortega, Pedro
Reyes Vancouver: Stan Douglas, Brian Jungen, Liz
Magor, Jeﬀ Wall.
#041849 $93.95: DVD
Call for streaming rights.

SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $675 - a saving of $38.85
Series #394892
Individual Ɵtles: $237.95
The Series Includes:
Marx: Genius of the Modern World
Despite a life of contradic on, this philosopher’s ideas
had a greater influence in a shorter me than any other
thinker in history.
#394893 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
Nietzsche: Genius of the Modern World
The 19th century philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche was
one of the most brilliant and dangerous minds of the
19th century. His uncompromising and o en brutal
ideas smashed the comfortable presupposi ons and
assump ons of religion, morality and science.
#394894 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
Freud: Genius of the Modern World
Sigmund Freud was dubbed the “Father of
psychoanalysis.” And certainly no other individual
explora on of the human condi on has had such a
las ng and profound eﬀect on the understanding of the
psyche.
#394895 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
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Shakespeare: The Legacy
Grades 9-Post Sec 2016 CC 44 min
Films Media Group
In celebra on
of the 400th
anniversary of
Shakespeare’s
death, this
program
unlocks some
of the mysteries
surrounding Shakespeare’s life and the legacy of his
work across the globe. John Ne les takes us on a
journey through the dangerous and dynamic mes of
Shakespeare’s life and reveals something of the real
man who transformed the London theatre and the
English language, yet remained a Stra ord man.
#394891 $237.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $237.95
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Fall in Love with Music Series
Grades 11-Post-Sec 2016 CC 26 min each Films Media Group
Based on the precepts and teaching strategies of his mentor, Dr. Saul Feinberg, Maestro George Marriner Maull’s
popular listening course, Fall in Love with Music, has been enjoyed by thousands of par cipants in lecture and
classroom se ngs over the past 35 years. This series from The Discovery Orchestra configures this four-hour
course into eight 26-minute episodes.
SPECIAL SERIES PRICE - ONLY $1400 - a saving of $55.60 - Series #394896
Individual Ɵtles: $181.95
The Series Includes:
Our Musical Focus
Maestro George Marriner Maull challenges viewers to become aware of the diﬀerence between hearing and
listening. Using Movement 3 of the Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta by Bela Bartok, viewers are invited
to become insiders in the ways of composers and to no ce details right from the start.
#394897 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
Why Aren’t We Listening?
Maestro George Marriner Maull provides an o en humorous look at the distrac ons and cultural influences in
our society that actually train us not to listen.
#394898 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
Is This Music?
Maestro George Marriner Maull explores the importance of having an open mind as a listener.
#394899 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
The Elements of Music
Maestro George Marriner Maull presents viewers with a defini ve list of musical elements on which a percep ve
listener can focus as music is performed.
#394900 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
How Listening Aﬀects Us
Maestro George Marriner Maull begins with a mental puzzle to show how composers cross boundaries to create
eﬀec ve surprise, a device elici ng an emo onal response in listeners.
#394901 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
Paragraphs Without Words
Maestro George Marriner Maull introduces the idea that percep ve listeners learn to absorb larger segments of
musical informa on – similar to paragraphs in wri en and spoken language.
#394902 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
Leave it to Beethoven
Maestro George Marriner Maull reviews musical elements covered in previous episodes. He applies these
concepts to Movement 4 of Beethoven’s String Quartet Opus 18, No. 3 in D Major, performed by the Amphion
String Quartet.
#394903 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
Pu ng It All Together
In the final episode of his musical educa on series, Maestro George Marriner Maull revisits a number of
previously presented musical devices, such as sequence, that are found in the work.
#394904 $181.95: DVD
Streaming Rights (3 year) - Single Site (K-12): $181.95
McIntyre Media Inc. tel: 800-565-3036 fax: 519-942-8489 email: info@mcintyre.ca www.mcintyre.ca
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Deer ..........................................................................11
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Elements of Music, The .............................................41
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OUR
CANADA:
Its Geographic Regions Series
Produced for Canada’s 150th Birthday, this visual
masterpiece will take students on a visual journey
across the country. Sweeping vistas, spectacular
mountain ranges, majes c rivers, rolling plains,
vibrant ci es and towns capture the beauty of this
wonderful country. Accurate, up-to-date content
explores Canada’s six physiographic regions. From
the Cordillera to the Appalachians to the Ar c,
students will get a broad understanding of the
geography of each region, including geology,
popula on and se lement pa erns, industry,
vegeta on and wildlife, and an overview of original
se lement by various First Na ons groups.
Included is informa on on our con nuing struggle
to build a sustainable environment where students
will learn to become responsible, ac ve ci zens.

Preview online at www.mcintyre.ca.

Get ONE FREE when you purchase series.
For more informa on, see pages 6 & 7.
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